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A general Riesz merotopic space (X, V) determines a not necessarily topological closure operator 
c, on X. The space (X, V) is said to be complete if every cluster on (X, V) is contained in an 
adherence grill on (X, c,). We discuss a method of obtaining a large class of completions of a 
given Riesz merotopic space with induced Tl closure space. As special cases we get the simple 
completion, which induces a simple closure space extension, and the strict completion, which 
induces a strict closure space extension. We show that the category of complete separated T, 
Riesz merotopic spaces is epireflective in the category of separated T, Riesz merotopic spaces, 
the reflection of an object being the simple completion. Similarly the category of complete 
clan-covered quasi-regular T1 Riesz merotopic spaces is epireflective in the category of clan- 
covered quasi-regular T1 Riesz merotopic spaces, the reflection of an object being the strict 
completion. 
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0. Introduction 
A Riesz merotopic space (X, V) determines a closure operator c, on X. The 
closure space (X, c,) is topological if (X, V) is a nearness space. The space (X, V) 
is defined to be complete if every cluster on (X, V) is contained in an adherence 
grill on (X, c,). A merotopic space in general has many completions, two of which, 
the simple one and the strict one, are of special interest. It was shown by Bentley 
and Herrlich [2] that the category of complete separated T, nearness spaces (and 
uniformly continuous maps) is epireflective in the category of separated T, nearness 
spaces, the reflection of an object being the simple completion. Similarly the 
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category of complete regular Ti nearness spaces is epireflective in the category of 
regular Ti nearness spaces, the reflection of an object being the strict completion. 
(See Bentley and Herrlich [2], Herrlich [lo].) 
In this paper we discuss a method of obtaining a large class of completions of a 
given T1 Riesz merotopic space. As special cases we get the simple completion, 
which induces a simple closure space extension (see Chattopadhyay and Thron [4]), 
and the strict (or principal) completion which induces a strict (or principal) closure 
space extension (see Chattopadhyay and Thron [4], Chattopadhyay, Njhtad and 
Thron [5]). We show that the category of complete separated T, Riesz merotopic 
spaces is epireflective in the category of separated T1 Riesz merotopic spaces, the 
reflection of an object being the simple completion. Similarly the category of 
complete clan-covered quasi-regular T1 Riesz merotopic spaces is epireflective in 
the category of clan-covered quasi-regular T1 Riesz merotopic spaces (see 
Chattopadhyay and NjHstad [S]), the reflection of an object being the strict 
completion. Also the category of complete separated quasi-regular T1 Riesz 
merotopic spaces is epireflective in the category of separated quasi-regular T1 Riesz 
merotopic spaces, the reflection of an object again being the strict completion. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. In the following we use notations from Herrlich [lo]. We note in particular 
the following definitions: 
dv.%i’={AuB:A~.d,B~~3), 
.& < W iff d corefines 93, i.e. iff every set in d contains a set in $33. 
(Here d and 93 are arbitrary families of subsets of a given set X.) When f is a 
map from a set X into a set Y and Sp is a family of subsets of X we use the 
notation fd for the family (B c Y: B xf(A) for some A ES&), and similarly for f-‘. 
1.2. A closure operator c on a set X is a map from 9X into 9X satisfying 
Cl. c0=0, 
C2. CA IA, 
C3. c(AuB)=cAucB. 
The pair (X, c) is called a closure space. Closure spaces were studied in detail by 
tech [7]. (A topological space is a closure space where the closure operator in 
addition satisfies 
C4. ccA = CA.) 
The closure space (X, c) is said to be a T1 space if c(x) = {x} for every x E X, a 
T2 space if any two distinct points have disjoint neighbourhoods. (A neighbourhood 
of a point x is a set U such that x & c (X - U).) 
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A map f: (X1, cl) + (X2, c2) is continuous if f(clA) c c*f(A) for all A c X1, and 
is a homeomorphism if it is continuous and has a continuous inverse. 
1.3. Let v be a collection in C?-“X satisfying the following conditions: 
Nl. Ifd<C%andCJSEv,thenBEv. 
N2. Ifr){A:AE&}#f,thendEv. 
N3. If dE v, then 0sZd. 
N4. Ifdv9S~v,thendEvor9~vY. 
The family {B: {B}ud E v} is denoted by v(a). A family in v is said to be near. 
The pair (X, v) shall be called a merotopic space. A merotopic space can equally 
well be characterized in terms of its collection of micromeric families, or in terms 
of its collection of uniform covers, as described by Herrlich [lo]. Merotopic spaces 
were first studied by KatCtov [ll]. 
We shall let y denote the collection of all micromeric families, i.e. all families 
of the form set d, where d E v, and we shall let p denote the collection of all 
uniform covers, i.e. all collections of the form {X -B : B E Cl?}, where 9? FZ v. 
Every merotopic space (X, v) determines a closure operator c, as follows: 
x GC,A iff {{x},A}~v. 
We shall call (X, V) a T1 space, resp. a T2 space, if the induced closure space is a 
T1 space, resp. a Tz space. 
The space (X, V) is a nearness space if v in addition to Nl-N4 also satisfies the 
condition 
NS. If{c,,A:AE&}Ev, then&rQv 
(cf. Herrlich [lo]). If v in addition to Nl-N4 satisfies the weaker condition 
N6. Ifn{c&:AE.&}#@,then.&~v 
we shall call (X, v) a Riesz merotopic space. 
A nearness space always induces a topological closure operator. The closure 
space (X, c,) may be topological also if the merotopic space (X, v) is not a nearness 
space. 
A map f: (X1, vl) + (X2, v2) is uniformly continuous if fsd E v2 for every SB E vl, 
and is a uniform isomorphism if it is a uniformly continuous map with an inverse 
which is also uniformly continuous. 
1.4. A grill 9 on X is a family of subsets which satisfies the following conditions: 
0E9, ifB~AandAE??,thenBES?, 
ifAuBES,thenAESorBE%‘. 
There is a l-l correspondence between filters and grills on X given by the map 
set: if 9 is a filter, then set 9 is a grill, if 9 is a grill then set 59 is a filter, and 
set* 9 = S, set* 59 = 9. 
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For every point x of the closure space (X, c) the family +? (c, x) = {A: x E CA} is 
a grill, and is called the adherence grill of x. The filter 9(c, x) = set Ee(c, x) is called 
the neighbourhood filter of x. 
Let (X, V) be a merotopic space. A grill belonging to v is called a (v-)&n. A 
maximal family in v is called a (v-)cluster. Every v-cluster is a Y-clan. We call the 
merotopic space (X, V) concrete (cf. Herrlich [lo]) if every family in v is contained 
in a cluster. The space (X, Y) is easily seen to be a Riesz space iff the adherence 
grills ?!?(c,, x), x E X, are v-clusters. 
We shall in the following assume that the merotopic spaces we consider are T1 
Riesz spaces. 
We shall denote by X” the set of all v-clusters, and for every subset A of X we 
defineA”={~:X”:A~V}.Wedefinethemap~,:X~X”byJI,(x)=~(c,,x)for 
all x E X. Then 4” is a l-l map of X into X”. (We shall often write II, for IJ” without 
danger of confusion.) 
For further use we prove the following result on nearness spaces. 
1.5. Lemma. Let (X, v) be a nearness space. Then A” = [+-‘(A “>I” for every A c X. 
Proof. Obviously A” c [I,-‘(A “)I”. W e note that I,-‘(A”) consists of those points 
x EX whose adherence grills contain A, which means that $-‘(A”) = CA. Let 
%? E [1,4-‘(A”)]“. Then CA E % and therefore {cA}u {CC: C E %‘} belongs to Y. It 
follows by N5 that {A} u % belongs to V, and so A E %‘, since %’ is a cluster. This 
means that [$-‘(A “)I” t A “. 0 
1.6. For more details regarding the concepts discussed so far, see Chattopadhyay 
and Thron [4], Chattopadhyay, NjHstad and Thron [5], Herrlich [9, lo], Thron 
[13]. (In some of these papers the terminology partly differs from that used here.) 
1.7. A space (X, V) is said to be separated if v(d) belongs to v whenever .J& belongs 
to Y n y. (See Herrlich [lo].) It is easily verified that a separated space is a T2 
space, and that if (X, V) is separated and d E Y n y, then d is contained in exactly 
one cluster, namely v(a). In particular every clan is contained in exactly one cluster. 
A space (X, V) is said to be quasi-regular if for every cluster %‘c and every A& ?ZO 
there exist disjoint subsets U, V of X such that U E set %‘,, and V E set $7 for every 
cluster VZ E +4(A) u [A” -+(X)1. (See Chattopadhyay and Njbstad [6, Proposition 
4.5-j.) 
A space (X, V) is said to be clan-covered if every clan is contained in at least 
one cluster. While separated spaces are always clan-covered, this is not always the 
case with quasi-regular spaces. (See Chattopadhyay and Njistad [6, Example 4.91.) 
A space (X, V) is said to be regular if Sp E v whenever the family of uniform 
neighbourhoods of the sets in .& belongs to ~2. (The set B is a uniform neighbour- 
hood of A if {A, X -B}E# v.) (See Herrlich [lo].) It can easily be shown that a 
regular merotopic space is a separated nearness space. It is also easily verified that 
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a regular space is quasi-regular (see Chattopadhyay and Njistad [6, Proposition 
3.71). 
1.8. A space (X, V) is said to be complete if every v-cluster is contained in an 
adherence grill (with respect to c,). Let cp : (X, v) + (Y, r) be a uniform isomorphism 
of (X, Y) onto a dense subspace of (Y, 7r). Then cp : (X, v) + (Y, 7~) (or more briefly: 
(Y, n-)) is called an extension of (X, v), and a completion if (Y, n) is complete. 
It is possible to give several (non-equivalent) natural definitions of completeness 
of merotopic spaces in general. (Cf. Bentley and Herrlich [3].) For separated spaces 
and for quasi-regular clan-covered spaces some of these are equivalent. In par- 
ticular, if (X, V) is separated or quasi-regular and clan-covered, then according to 
the discussion of Section 1.6 (X, V) is complete iff every clan is contained in an 
adherence grill. 
2. General completions 
2.1. We recall that we always assume (X, V) to be a T1 Riesz merotopic space. 
2.2. Let r: S[X” -$(X)1 + 9X be a map satisfying the following condition: 
(R) 
r0=0, ra Ia, r(a up)=ra ur& 
r{%} = {%} for every cluster % in X” -4(X). 
Then r induces a T1 closure operator h, on X”, defined by 
h,P = [4-‘(P)I” u r[P -vW>l 
for all subsets /? of X”. It is known that (X”, h,) is an extension of (X, c,) with trace 
system X”. (That is: (X”, h,) is a closure space, I,$ is a homeomorphism of (X, c,) 
onto a dense subspace of (X”, h,), and the inverse images by (I, of the adherence 
grills on (X”, h,) are exactly the v-clusters on X.) Furthermore every T1 extension 
of (X, c,) with trace system X” can be obtained in this way from a map r satisfying 
(R). For a given closure space extension cp : (X, c) + (X”, k) the corresponding map 
r is given by ra = ka for every subset LY of X” --q(X). (For these results see 
Chattopadhyay and Thron [4], in particular Theorem 1 and Theorem 4.) 
In the following, r is a given map satisfying (R). 
2.3. We define the collections I/+, Y’ and v(r) of families of subsets of X” as follows: 
(i) .f2 E V+ iff +-‘a E V. 
(ii) 0 E vr if there exists a cluster %’ such that for every w E 0 either G-‘(W) E % 
or %Er[w --+4(X)]. 
(iii) v(r) = v+u vr. 
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2.4. Lemma. (i) R E v+ iff 0 corefines q&Z for some ~4 E v. 
(ii) fl E vr iff R c (e(h,, %?) for some % E X “. 
Proof. Direct reformulations of the definitions 0 
2.5. Lemma. (X”, v’) and (X”, v(r)) are merotopic spaces. 
Proof. Simple application of the characterizations of Lemma 2.4. 0 
2.6. Lemma. The merotopic spaces (X”, v’) and (X”, v(r)) both induce the closure 
operator h, on X “. 
Proof. By using the fact that (X”, h,) is a T1 space we see that {{V}, a}~ v’ iff 
(CI-i(a) E % or % E r[a -G(X)]. This shows that (X”, v’) determines the closure 
operator h,. 
Let {{V}, (Y}E v+. Then there exists an a E X such that ‘G: =%(c,, a) and 
{{a}, I,-‘((Y)}E v. It follows that $-‘(a) E ie(c,, a), and hence {{%‘}, cu}~ v’. Con- 
sequently c,(,)cr c ~,,a. Obviously the reversed inclusion holds, and we conclude 
that (X”, v(r)) determines the same closure operator as (X”, v’). Cl 
2.7. Lemma. The map ~4 is a uniform isomorphism of (X, v) onto a dense subspace 
of (X”, v(r)). 
Proof. It follows immediately from Definition 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 that lLcrQ E I/+ if 
&EV and*-‘0Ev if 0cv’. 
Let 0 be a family of subsets of 4(X) and assume that 0 E vr. By Lemma 2.4 
there exists a cluster % such that % E h,w for every w E 0. Then %’ E A” for every 
A E t,Q-‘0. It follows that $-‘0 c (e and consequently *-‘a E V. 
This shows that 4 and I+-’ are uniformly continuous maps. 
It is known that 4(X) is dense in (X”, h,) (see Section 2.2), and so it follows by 
Lemma 2.6 that G(X) is dense in (X”, v(r)). q 
2.8. Lemma. (i) The v’-clusters and the v(r)-clusters are exactly the adherence grills 
%(h,, %‘), % E X”. 
(ii) If (X, v) is clan-covered, then (X”, v(r)) is also clan-covered. 
(iii) (X”, v’) and (X”, v(r)) are T, Riesz spaces. 
(iv) (X”, v’) and (X”, v(r)) are complete spaces. 
Proof. (i) It immediately follows from Lemma 2.4 that the v’-clusters are exactly 
adherence grills S’(h,, ‘%). It then follows from Lemma 2.6 that all these adherence 
grills are v(r)-clusters. 
Let 0 be a v(r)-cluster. If R is contained in some adherence grill @(h,, ‘+Z), then 
obviously 0 =9(h,, %‘). If I,!-‘0 belongs to v, then clearly $-‘n coincides with a 
v-cluster %‘, and so R c 9(h,, 5%‘). It follows that R = P(h,, %‘). 
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This proves part (i). 
(ii) Follows immediately from (i) and Lemma 2.4. 
(iii) Follows immediately from (i), Lemma 2.6, Section 1.4 and Section 2.2. 
(iv) Follows immediately from (i) and Lemma 2.6. 0 
2.9. Theorem. (X”, V(T)) is a completion of (X, v). 
Proof. Follows from Section 2.2, Lemmas 2.5, 2.7, 2.8, and the definition of a 
completion. Cl 
2.10. For further use we here prove a result on completions of nearness spaces. 
2.11. Lemma. If (X, V) is a nearness space and h, is a topological closure operator, 
then (X”, v(r)) is also a nearness space. 
Proof. Let 0 be a family of subsets of X” such that the family .E of v(r)-closures 
belongs to v(r). 
If I,-‘Z E V, then also t,G-‘fi E I/ since (X, V) is a nearness space. Hence 0 E v+. 
If 2 is contained in an adherence grill, then 0 is contained in the same adherence 
grill, since the closure operator is assumed to be topological. Hence 0 E vr. 
It follows that in every case 0 E v(r), and thus condition N5 is satisfied. El 
2.12. Remark. Let (X, V) be a merotopic space and let v. denote the collection 
of all families of subsets of X that are contained in clusters. Then (X, vo) is a 
concrete merotopic space, and the vo-clusters coincide with the v-clusters. All 
merotopic spaces (X, Y) which determine the same v. in this way induce the same 
closure operator on X and give rise to the same closure space extension (X”, h,) 
for a given r. Also ye(r) = (~0)~ = Y’. 
2.13. We shall call a completion q : (X, Y) + (Y, r) cluster-determined if for every 
fl in 7r either 0 is contained in a T-cluster or cp_lR E V. (This concept does not 
refer to the space (Y, n) but to (Y, n) as a completion of (X, v).) Clearly all 
completions (X”, y(r)) are cluster-determined, also when the space (X, V) is not 
concrete. 
2.14. Theorem. Let cp : (X, V) + (X”, 7r) be an arbitrary cluster-determined comple - 
tion of (X, v) with X” as trace system. Set pcu = ca for every subset a of X” -q(X). 
Then the completion cp : (X, v) + (X”, r) is equivalent with the completion $: (X, v) + 
(X”, V(P)). 
Proof. The map p satisfies condition (R) (recall that (X”, r) is a T1 space). The 
closure space extension ~0: (X, c,) + (X”, c,) is equivalent with the closure space 
extension $: (X, c,) + (X”, h,) (cf. Section 2.2). 
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The fact that X” is the trace system of cp: (X, v)+ (X”, r) implies that q(x) = 
9(c, x) = G(x) for all x EX. It is thus sufficient to show that the collections 7~ and 
v(p) are identical. 
Let n E v(p). If R corefines cpd for some JQ E Y, then R E r, since cp is a uniform 
isomorphism. If R is contained in some adherence grill 9(/z,, %?), then R c %?(c,.,, %) 
since c, = h,, and so R E r. 
Let 0 E r. If (p-l0 E V, then R E v+. If 0 is contained in a m-cluster, then R is 
contained in some adherence grill P?(h,, U), and so 0 E v”. 0 
2.15. For further use we prove a geperal theorem on extension of uniformly 
continuous maps. In this theorem r and p denote maps satisfying (R). 
2.16. Theorem. Let (X, v) and (Y, n) be merotopic spaces, and assume that every 
n-clan 9 is contained in exactly one rr-cluster La-. Let f: (X, v) + (Y, 7r) be a uniformly 
continuous map and define f: x” + Y” by f(V) = (f%‘)-. Then 7 is an extension 
off, and fi (X”, v(r))+ (Y”, V(P)) is uniformly continuous ifi f: (X”, h,) + (Y”, h,) 
is continuous. 
Proof. Clearly fee is a r-clan when VZ is a v-cluster, and hence f(%‘) is well defined. 
Also f(+,(x)) =_?(@(c,,x)) = 9(c,, f(x))=$,(f(x)) for all x EX. Thus f may be 
considered as an extension off. 
Assume that f is continuous. First let R E v’. Then 0 is contained in some 
adherence grill 9 (h,, W), hence by the continuity of f it follows that f.0 c 
9(h,, f(V)) E nTTp. Next let 0 E Y+. Then +;lfl~ Y and so f+;‘n l 7r, since f is 
uniformly continuous. It follows that @ < $,f+;‘l2 E rTT+. 
Since every uniformly continuous map is continuous, the result now follows. •i 
3. Simple completions 
3.1. The map s defined by SOL = (Y for every (Y c X” -4(X) satisfies (R). The closure 
space extension (X”, h,) is called the simple extension with trace system X” of the 
closure space (X, c,). (See Chattopadhyay and Thron [4], cf. also Banaschewski [l].) 
We shall call the completion (X”, Y(S)) the simple completion of (X, v). 
3.2. Lemma. A cover R of X” is a uniform cover of the merotopic space (X”, V(S)) 
iff it satisfies the following two conditions : 
(i) +!-‘O is a uniform cover of (X, v). 
(ii) For each % E X” there exists an w E R such that %’ E w and JI-l(w) E set 59. 
Proof. In the proof we make repeated use of the defining relationship between 
the collection v and the collection g of uniform covers on (X, v), cf. Section 1.3. 
Let0 beacoverofX” andsetE={X”--o:wEO}. 
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Assume that n is not a uniform cover. Then E belongs to v(s). If E E v+, then 
I+-92 ={X-I/?( u . CT E 2) is not a uniform cover of (X, v). If 2 is contained in )*
an adherence grill %?(h,, %‘), then for every w E fi either Y&w or I,-‘(W) +Z set %‘, by 
the definition of h,. It follows that 0 does not satisfy both conditions (i) and (ii). 
Assume that 0 does not satisfy both of these conditions. If 1 is not contained 
in an adherence grill, then condition (ii) is satisfied. Hence Cc,-‘0 is not a uniform 
cover of (X, v). Consequently I,-‘E = {X -+Q-‘(w): w E 0) belongs to v, and so 
E E v+. It follows that ,E either belongs to vS or to vi. Thus 2 E v(s) and so R is 
not a uniform cover. 0 
3.3. For a nearness space (X, v) Bentley and Herrlich [2] defined the simple 
completion to be the space whose trace system is X” and whose uniform covers 
are given by conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.2. We shall call this space the 
classical simple completion of the given space. From Lemma 3.2 we immediately 
get the following result: 
3.4. Proposition. The simple completion of a nearness space is equivalent with the 
classical simple completion. 
3.5. Lemma. If (X, v) is separated, then the simple completion is a Tz space. 
Proof. For an arbitrary subset C of X we have 
Now let C be a neighbourhood of the point a EX. Then $(a)& Il/[c”(X -C)], and 
hence @(a)& h,[X” -4(C)]. Thus (L(C) is a neighbourhood in (X”, h,) of +(a). 
Let %EX”-I+?(X) and let C~sec%‘. Then %&hh,[X”--({%}u$(X))] and %?& 
(X -C)” = h&(X-C). Thus %r! h,[X” - ({%}u 4(C))], and consequently {%}u 
I++(X) is a neighbourhood of %‘. 
Let %‘, 9 be distinct clusters, and assume that C nD # 0 for all C E set %‘, 
DEsec~.Then9={CnD:CEsec~,DEsec~}isafilter,and9csec9c~n 
9 E v. Thus S-E v n y, and so 9 is contained in a unique cluster, since (X, v) is 
separated. This contradicts the inclusion 9~ % n 9. We conclude that set 5% and 
set 9 contain disjoint elements C, D. 
By combining the results above we see that %? and 9 have disjoint neighbour- 
hoods. Cl 
3.6. Theorem. If (X, v) is separated, then the simple completion is also separated. 
Proof. Let n be a family of subsets of (X”, v(s)) which is both near and micromeric. 
First assume that $-‘O E v. By using the fact that (lr is a uniform isomorphism 
we easily verify that also set ~+-‘a E v. Thus %’ = v(1+4-‘0) is a v-cluster containing 
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+-‘a, since (X, Y) is separated. Consequently % E [I,-~(w)]” for every w E 0, and 
so 0 c 9(/r,, %?). 
Next assume that $-‘J2& V. Then by Lemma 2.4 there exists a cluster % such 
that R c 9(/z,, %). 
Thus in all cases R is contained in some adherence grill. 
Assume that R is contained in the adherence grills of two distinct elements %‘, 9. 
Then sec0 contains all neighbourhoods of V and of 9, and hence x = 
9(/r,, %) u &(h,, 9) belongs to u(s). We also have set ,Z = s(h,, %‘) u 9(h,, 9) and 
thus set _Z E V(S). Therefore by the foregoing result ,Z is contained in some adherence 
grill. By Lemma 3.5 it follows that the neighbourhood filter 9(h,, %‘) is not contained 
in any other adherence grill than 5?((h,, %). Similarly 9(h,, 9) is not contained in 
any other adherence grill than s(h,, 9). It follows that g(h,, %‘) =%?(h,, 9). Thus 
?Z = 9 and we conclude that R is contained in exactly one cluster %:. 
Clearly Q E V whenever {{Q}u~}E v(s). Therefore the family V(S)(~) belongs 
to V(S). 
This shows that (X”, Y(S)) is separated. Cl 
3.7. Remark. The only property of the simple completion used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.6 is the fact that it is a T, space. It follows that (X”, v(r)) is separated 
whenever (X, V) is separated and (X”, h,) is a T2 space. 
3.8. Theorem. Let (X, V) and (Y, 7r) be merotopic spaces, and assume that (Y, r) 
is separated. Then every uniformly continuous map f has a unique uniformly 
continuous extension f: (X”, V(S)) + (Y”, r(s)). 
Proof. Since (Y, 7r) is separated, every r-clan GZJ is contained in a unique cluster 
ga-. It follows from Theorem 2.16 that the map f:X” * Y” defined by f(%‘) = 
(fye)- is an extension of f. To prove that f is uniformly continuous it is sufficient 
to verify that 7 considered as a mapping between the corresponding closure spaces 
is continuous. 
LetaCX”and%‘:Ec +)LY. Then either %’ E Q -G,(X), in which case f(V) E T(a), 
or 4:’ ((Y) E V, in which case 4:’ (T(Q)) E f(%‘). Thus in any case J(%‘) E c,(,$(LY). 
It follows that f is continuous and hence uniformly continuous. Since (Y”, ~~(~1) 
is a T, space (see Lemma 3.5) and G”(X) is dense in X” it follows that f is the only 
uniformly continuous extension off. 0 
3.9. Let RISEP denote the category of all separated T1 Riesz merotopic spaces 
and uniformly continuous maps. (For categorical background, see e.g. Herrlich and 
Strecker [8].) Let CO-RISEP denote the category of complete separated T1 Riesz 
spaces and uniformly continuous maps. 
From Lemma 2.8 and Theorems 2.9,3.6 and 3.8 we immediately get the following 
result: 
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3.10. Theorem. CO-RISEP is epireflectiue in RISEP. The reflection of an object of 
RISEP in CO-RISEP is the simple completion. 
3.11. We shall show how corresponding results for nearness spaces easily follow. 
For the sake of completeness we show that the simple completion of a nearness 
space is a nearness space. 
3.12. Lemma. If (X, V) is a nearness space, then h, is a topological closure operator. 
Proof. Let w cX”. Then h,w =[I,-‘(oJ)]“u[w-4(X)]. By Lemma 1.5 we have 
[I,!J-‘([I+-‘(W)]“)]” = [$-1(~)]y, and therefore 
h,h& = h,W’b)l”)u hs[w -WOl 
= [$-lb)ly u W’k41” -+W)) u [w -dG>l= hsw. 0 
3.13. Proposition. If (X, v) is a nearness space then the simple completion is also 
a nearness space. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 3.12. 0 
3.14. From Theorem 3.10, Proposition 3.13 and Proposition 3.4 we immediately 
get the following result of Bentley and Herrlich [2, Theorem 2.101: 
3.15. Theorem. The category of complete separated T1 nearness spaces is 
epiref7ective in the category of separated T1 nearness spaces, the reflection of an object 
being the (classical) simple completion. 
4. Strict completions 
4.1. Wedefinethemappbypa=r){A”:AcX,acA”}foreveryacX”-~(X). 
This map satisfies condition (R). The closure space extension (X”, hp) is called the 
strict extension, or the principal extension, of the closure space (X, c,) with trace 
system X”. (See Chattopadhyay and Thron [4], Chattopadhyay, Njistad and 
Thron [5].) 
We shall call the completion (X”, V(P)) the strict completion, or the principaf 
completion, of (X, Y). It follows from Lemma 2.6 that the strict completion of (X, V) 
induces the strict closure space extension with trace system X”. 
When (X, c,) is a topological closure space the strict extension (X”, ho) with 
trace system X” is defined by ho/3 = n {A”: A =X, p c A”} for every p =X”. 
(Cf. Banaschewski [l].) We shall call this extension the classical strict extension. 
4.2. Proposition. When (X, V) is a nearness space, then the strict extension (X”, h,) 
is equivalent with the classical strict extension (X”, ho). 
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Proof. If V& he, then Q-‘(a) ti 55’ and there exists a set B E X such that CY -G(X) c 
B” and BE’ 5%‘. Then [I+-‘((Y) u B] @ %, and therefore also %‘& hoa, since (Y c 
[$‘((Y) u B]“. Thus h,,cx c hpcx. (This inclusion is valid even if (X, V) is not a 
nearness space.) 
If %‘& hoer, then there exists a set B cX such that (Y c B”, %E! B”. Obviously 
%‘&~[a -4(X)]. By Lemma 1.5 we have %&[I,-‘(B”)]“, and therefore also 
%‘& [$r-l(cr)]y. It follows that %‘ti hpcz. Thus hpa c hOa. 0 
4.3. Proposition. When (X, V) is a nearness space then the strict completion is also 
a nearness space. 
Proof. The classical strict extension is a topological closure space, and so the result 
follows from Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 2.11. 0 
4.4. For every subset A of X we shall denote by A, the set {% EX”: A E set %}. 
For a nearness space (X, V) the strict completion may be defined as the nearness 
space on the set X” whose uniform covers are those covers 0 for which there exists 
a uniform cover Q of (X, V) such that {Uy : U E %} refines 0 (cf. Bentley and 
Herrlich [2]). We shall call this completion the classical strict completion of the 
nearness space. 
4.5. Proposiiion. The strict completion of a nearness space is equivalent with the 
classical strict completion. 
f 
Proof. We note that a family 2 is micromeric on (X”, v(p)) iff 1,!-‘1 is micromeric 
on (X, V) or 2 contains a neighbourhood filter 9(h,, %‘:) for some %’ E X”. From 
this fact and the relationship between micromeric families and uniform covers it 
easily follows that R is a uniform cover of (X”, v(p)) iff $-‘a is a uniform cover 
of (X, V) and every w E R is a neighbourhood of some % E X”. Since (X, V) is a 
nearness space the family {i,$-‘(w): w E 0) is a uniform cover of (X, v), when i, 
denotes the interior operator defined by c,. Furthermore we observe that %’ E 
(i,+b-‘(w))y co, and thus the family {(iy$l-1(w)) .:wE0}isacoverofX”refiningR. 
From these observations and the definition of the classical strict completion the 
result follows. 0 
4.6. Proposition. If (X, V) is quasi-regular then the strict completion is also quasi- 
regular. 
Proof. We recall that (X”, v(p)) is a Tl space (see Lemma 2.8). It follows from 
Chattopadhyay and Njlstad [6, Propositions 3.7 and 4.21 that (X”, v”) is a quasi- 
regular merotopic space. Now (X”, v”) and (X”, v(p)) determine the same clusters 
(see Lemma 2.8). So by the definition of quasi-regularity we conclude that (X”, v(p)) 
is also quasi-regular. Cl 
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4.7. Remark. We note that a quasi-regular space is always a T2 space (recall that 
we assume all merotopic spaces to be T1 spaces in this paper), see Chattopadhyay 
and Njistad [6, Remark 4.41. Therefore it follows from Proposition 4.6 and Remark 
3.7 that if (X, V) is quasi-regular and separated then the strict completion is also 
quasi-regular and separated. 
4.8. Theorem. Let (X, Y) and (Y, r) be merotopic spaces, and assume that (Y, 7r) 
is quasi-regular and clan-covered. Then every uniformly continuous map f has a 
unique uniformly continuous extension f: (X”, u(p))+ (Y”, r(p)). 
Proof. In a quasi-regular clan-covered space (Y, r) every clan &?? is contained in 
a unique cluster ga- (see Chattopadhyay and Njistad [6, Proposition 4.51). The 
map f:X”+ Y” defined by f(w) = (fee)) is an extension off (see Theorem 2.16). 
It is proved in Chattopadhyay and Njbstad [6, Theorem 5.21 that the map 
~:(X”,h,)+(Y”,h,) is continuous and that f is the only continuous extension 
of f to the strict closure space extensions. It follows from Theorem 2.16 that 
fi (X”, v(p))+ (Y”, r(p)) is uniformly continuous. Cl 
4.9. Let RIQC denote the category of all clan-covered quasi-regular T1 Riesz 
merotopic spaces and uniformly continuous maps. Let CO-RIQC denote the 
category of complete clan-covered quasi-regular T1 Riesz merotopic spaces and 
uniformly continuous maps. From Lemma 2.8, Proposition 4.6 and Theorems 2.9 
and 4.8 follows: 
4.10. Theorem. CO-RIQC is epirefiective in RIQC. The reflection of an object of 
RIQC in CO-RIQC is the strict completion. 
4.11. We also give a result that is analogous to but not identical with the following 
classical result (see Herrlich [lo, Theorem 15.91, cf. also Morita [12]): The category 
of complete regular T1 nearness spaces is epireflective in the category of regular 
T1 nearness spaces, the reflection of an object being the classical strict completion. 
4.12. Theorem. The category of complete clan-covered quasi-regular T1 nearness 
spaces in epireflective in the category of clan-covered quasi-regular T1 nearness spaces, 
the reflection of an object being the classical strict completion. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.10, and Propositions 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6. Cl 
4.13. Let RIQSEP denote the category of all quasi-regular separated T1 Riesz 
merotopic spaces and uniformly continuous maps. Let CO-RIQSEP denote the 
category of complete quasi-regular separated TI Riesz merotopic spaces and 
uniformly continuous maps. From Remark 4.7, Theorem 4.10 and the fact 
that a separated space is clan-covered follows: 
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4.14. Theorem. CO-RIQSEP is epireflective in RIQSEP. The reflection of an object 
of RIQSEP in CO-RIQSEP is the strict completion. 
5. Example 
5.1. We give an example of a non-complete T1 Riesz space whose induced closure 
space is not topological. The space is quasi-regular and separated (hence also 
clan-covered). Our results can therefore be applied in this situation which is not 
covered by the theory of completion of nearness spaces. Note that the space in 
this example is not concrete. (Constructing completions (X”, v(r)) of concrete spaces 
is essentially equivalent to constructing extensions of the induced closure spaces, 
cf. Remark 2.12.) 
5.2. We define sets S,, X‘,, S,, S, T and Y as follows: 
S,={(t,n):tER}, n=l,2 ,..., 
Er={(t,n):n=1,2 ,... }, tER, 
Sm={wr: tER}, where w, = (t, co), 
S= fi S,=U{E,: teR}, 
n=l 
T=S,u{w}, wherew&SuS,, 
Y=SuT. 
We define a closure operator c on Y as follows: 
CA = A- u {or: E, n A is infinite} for every A c S 
(A- denotes the closure in S induced from the standard metric on R’), 
CA = A for every finite subset A of T, 
CA = A u {w} for every infinite subset A of T, 
and then 
cA=c(AnS)uc(AnT) foreveryAcY. 
It easily follows that (Y, c) is a T, closure space. This space is not topological, 
since clearly cS = S u S,, ccS = Y. 
We shall show that (Y, c) is regular. We write B (x, E) for the set {y E S: 1 y -x I< E 1, 
where Iy -_x) denotes the standard metric in R*. 
Let xr! CA. 
Assume x E S. Choose E such that B (x, E) n A n S = 0 and write U = B (x, &) n S, 
V = Y - u. It is easily verified that U and V are disjoint neighbourhoods of 
x and A. 
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Assume x = wt E S,. Since ot !G! CA the set A n E’, is finite. It easily follows that the 
sets U = (Z -A) u {w,}, V = Y - U, are disjoint neighbourhoods of x and A. 
Assume x = w. Then A n T is finite and o&A. It follows that the sets U = T-A, 
V = Y - U are disjoint neighbourhoods of x and A. 
Thus (X, c) is a non-topological regular T1 space (and hence it is also a TZ space). 
5.3. We define the collections ul, u2 and u as follows: 
&EEcrl iff d is contained in the adherence grill of some y E Y, 
dE(+2 iff for each E > 0 there exists an x E S such that B(x, E) nA f 0 
for all A E d, 
u=u1uu2. 
Clearly ulr u2 and u satisfy Nl-N4. Note that the adherence grills in (Y, c) are 
exactly the ul-clusters. Hence (Y, UJ is a complete clan-covered quasi-regular TZ 
space. (Y, ui) is not a nearness space, since u1 induces the non-topological closure 
operator c. It easily follows from the fact that (Y, c) is a T2 space that (Y, (+I) is 
separated. 
We note that the space (Y, ~72) is a complete uniform T1 space. In particular 
(Y, u2) is regular and separated. Clearly c,A c c,,A for all A c Y. 
It follows that (Y, a) is a complete T2 Riesz space with induced closure operator 
c. It is clearly not a nearness space. Since the space is complete it is also quasi-regular 
(the closure space being regular). Since very al-clan is contained in an adherence 
grill it follows that (Y, a) is clan-covered. 
We shall show that (Y, u) is separated. 
Let d be near and micromeric. Since (Y, u) is a T2 space there can be at most 
one adherence grill containing d. 
Assume that & E (~1. Then .& is contained in a unique adherence grill $(c, x). 
Suppose that d c B, where B belongs to u but not to ul. For every p = 1,2, . . . 
there exists an x, E S such that B(x,, l/p) n B # 0 for all B E 93. It is easily verified 
that {x,} does not converge with respect to the standard topology on R2. Clearly 
B(x,, l/p) E set Op for p = 1,2, . . . , and therefore secd& ul. On the other hand 
sec.& 19(c, x). This is a contradiction. Consequently if &cB EU, then W EU~. 
Since .& is contained in the unique adherence grill Ee(c, x) it follows from the 
foregoing that u(d) =‘??(c, x) E u. 
Assume that d E u, &4& crl. Then as above we can find a non-convergent sequence 
{x,} such that B(x,,, p) E set d for p = 1, 2, . . . , and hence set d E u2 - ul. It follows 
that if {A} u d E r, then {A} u .d E u2 - ul, and therefore u(a) = u,(a). Since u2 
is separated we conclude that (~(94) E u2 c u. 
This shows that (Y, u) is separated. 
5.4. Finally define X = U (2,: t is a rational number}, v = {Sp c .9X: .~4 E u}. Then 
the following facts are easily verified: 
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(a) (X, V) is a merotopic space which is not a nearness space. 
(b) (X, V) is separated. 
(c) (X, V) is quasi-regular. 
(d) (X, V) is concrete. 
(e) (X, V) is not complete. 
(f) The strict completion of (X, V) is equivalent with (Y, v). 
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